
The digitization of cultural 
heritage in Hungary 



Our institute 

The Hungarian Government established the Magyar Nemzeti Digitális 
Archívum és Filmintézet (MaNDA / Hungarian National Digital Archive 
and Film Institute) in the summer of 2011.  Its duty, as an independent 
institution of public collections, is to use all technology available to 
collect, store and protect the vast Hungarian cultural assets and make 
them readily available and easily accessible for future generations. The 
goals of MaNDA include enlarging the digital collection and ensuring that 
a powerful search engine is in place that can enhance the user 
experience and make the archive available to everyone. 



Current state in Hungary 

As a result of the past developements the are several digital 
databeses in the Hungarian libraries and public collections. The 
National Digital Database (one of the biggest ones) is currently 
being integrated into our instituion. One of the biggest problems 
we are facing at the moment is the issue of integrating different 
data systems into our DB without losing any important information. 
We are working on the basic principles and objectives together with 
the largest Hungarian public collections.  



Finance 

Huge projects need huge funding: 
 

We have several EU grant applications, 
approximately 10.000.000 Euro in all. Since we can 
not apply for digitization we are working on 
educational materials as well.   



Our research team has set up a database based 
on ESE (European Semantic Elements), the 
database structure used by Europeana. 
 

The database has two levels:  
1.:   Basic level for legal deposit providers 
2.: Professional level for institutional partners.  



Basic Level 

The first steps 



Professional level 



User interface 



Researcher database 



Other tasks and projects of 
MaNDA 

Digital Cultural Heritage Protection 



Main page 

Search page 



MaNDA TV 
The MaNDA TV was 
introduced on 22.01.2012. It 
is an online VOD site, with 
feature movies, animation 
films, documentaries, 
archive TV ads, portrait 
reports, etc.  



Cultural GPS 
This is a smart phone application for Android, iPhone and Windows 
phone operating systems. In the future it will contain about 15 000 
locations with photos, videos, short description and links. It can also 
plan the path to the venue, like a normal GPS. 



Historical Battles 
At MaNDA we don’t only restore and preserve audiovisual 
heritage, but we also produce new movies. Among them we have 
started a series, which introduces the most important battles of 
the Hungarian history. 





Thanks for you attention! 

Lajos Lovas 
lajos.lovas@mandarchiv.hu 


